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Project Background
Ivan Forrest Gardens is a small neighbourhood linear park that runs along the east side of Glen Manor
Drive between Queen Street East and Pine Crescent, east of Woodbine Avenue. It is situated within the
Glen Stewart Ravine and features a mature tree canopy, gardens, pathways, seating areas and an
ornamental fountain.
The park hosts community events a few times a year such as Caroling in the Park in the winter, the
Beaches Jazz Festival and outdoor movie nights in the summer.
The goal of this project is to revitalize the park’s frontage along Queen Street East. Improvements will
primarily include upgrades to the park entrances, pathways, seating areas and planting beds in the
streetscape on the southern edge of the park.
The full scope of improvements will be determined through the consultation and design development
process in response to budget and site constraints, as well as functional requirements for both the park
and right-of-way.

Approximate Project Site Area

Survey Objectives
The main objective of the Visioning Survey was to understand who is using the park, when and how, as
well as invite respondents to share their thoughts, ideas and aspirations for the future changes along
Queen Street at Ivan Forrest Gardens. Survey respondents were given opportunities to identify what
they thought was working well, what could be improved and what potential new features would benefit
the park and the community.

Notification
The Visioning Survey ran from July 30th, 2020 to August 18th 2020. To maximize the amount of
feedback we received from the local community, the online survey was promoted through the following
channels:
 Social Media advertisement targeting area residents
 On-site posters
 Councillor Brad Bradford’s newsletter
 Project webpage: www.toronto.ca/ivanforrestgardens

Survey Highlights and Key Takeaways
Key Feedback Highlights


The survey received 306 responses, of those 67% of respondents visit the park at least once a
week and 93% of respondents get to the park on foot.



Ivan Forrest Park is most frequented by people on their own or with family. When asked “Who
do you usually go to the park with?” respondents replied:
51% Partner or spouse
50% Alone
37% Children
*Survey respondents could choose multiple options



Ivan Forrest Gardens is most frequented by people out for a walk or travelling through:
56% of respondents spend a few minutes at the park (passing through)
82% of respondents say they like walking on the paths when visiting the park.



62% of survey respondents identified "improved seating options" as a "very important or
important" potential design feature. Some of the specific comments included increasing the
diversity of seating and orienting seating towards both the park and the street.



There are strong sentiments from respondents to preserve the natural feel of the park, preserve
trees and expand gardens.
When asked "What do you think is working well in the streetscape along the southern edge of
Ivan Forrest Gardens?" 34% of respondents said "Plants and trees"
78% of respondents identified "Preserving healthy trees" as an important potential streetscape
design feature.
When asked "What do you think could be improved in the streetscape along the southern edge
of Ivan Forrest Gardens? 16% of respondents replied "More gardens/Flower Gardens" or
"More trees".
When asked "What do you like to do while you are at the park? " 56% of respondents replied
"Enjoy and observe the plants"



80% of respondents identified universal accessibility as a "very important" or "important"
streetscape design consideration.



The importance of safety and ensuring that the park is well lit at night was also noted in several
comments.

Key Vision-Related Sentiments
When asked “what is working well” and “what could be improved” in the streetscape along the southern
edge of Ivan Forrest Gardens a large number of replies spoke about the tree canopy, greenspace and
gardens. Other comments included universal accessibility, improved seating and tables.

Key Themes







Preserve the existing trees
Preserve and protect “laying
down tree”
Include more flowers and plants
(i.e. pollinator gardens, native
planting, etc.)
Preserve/Improve the natural
shade
Preserve green areas, keep
paving to a minimum
More grass space and tables for
picnics, etc.








Concerns were raised around
events and programming
damaging the park, grass and
gardens.
Provide more/upgraded seating
with varying views (i.e. facing
towards the road and also
towards the park)
Provide space for gathering,
Include tables/ picnic tables/
game tables so people can
enjoy the views and congregate





Upgrade drinking fountain with
one with a dog bowl
Better lighting for safety
More garbage bins




Universal accessibility including
even pathways and modest
ramps
Don't change anything

Next Steps
The feedback received from the survey will be considered in the development of concept design options
for the streetscape, which will be presented to community members for further input later this Fall.

Out of Scope Feedback
Many participants provided feedback on operational aspects of the park. The feedback below has been
identified as out of scope for this project, but will be forwarded to Parks Operations Staff.

Key Themes




Keep water feature running
Address homeless encampments
Address flooding, drainage, and grading issues further into the park

Appendix 1: Quantitative Response Summary

Demographics

Appendix 2: Text Responses
The following are the open ended text responses collected thorough the survey. Answers that
disclose personal information, are deemed offensive or discriminatory have been omitted from
this appendix.

What do you think is working well in the streetscape along the southern edge of
Ivan Forrest Gardens?







































Love the views into the flower gardens that are lower down the path.
Love the funky 'lying down' tree, and then the view beyond to the garden & water feature
when it's got water!
Trees, landscaping, transit shelter
It’s green and the garden is beautiful. The water fountain is nice when it’s turned on.
Everything. Except the fountain.
Big healthy trees, park benches are lovely, landscaping is beautiful
Fountain is favourite with children
The view is nice and interesting to see
not much
easy access, nice flowers
Kids like to climb the low tree there.
Kids and people love the tree that you can climb on
The gardener does a fabulous job in there
Not much unfortunately. It’s just a basic parkette.
My kids love the waterfall when it’s running. The paths are fun for them to ride their
scooters down the hills.
The flowers and plants are lovely and the fountain/water is amazing when it is on
The benches.
The shade/cover provided by the tree canopy and the fact there are two parallel paths
along Queen, which helps with circulation.
Nice big trees, most streets in the east end have anemic trees, these are nice.
Benches
I love the little pond
I like the old, bent willow tree
I like that there is a pathway going all the way to sidewalk, it is easy for strollers and
mobility devices
The general layout is nice
Beautiful gardens to enjoy and escape from work life.
Streetscape is adequate for its location
Not much. Sidewalk is too small and puddles and mud any time there is rain or snow
Openness and landscape
canopy
Seats
Good paths
Its potential for enhanced use
The fact that we get this gorgeous view over the descending path
Nothing
Many trees there are old, and new trees should be planted to replace the ones that are
aging and will fall down eventually.
The nice gardens
Inviting and accessible





































There is nothing there that is oriented to the park. The best feature is the horizontal tree
trunk.
Visibility! There is nothing to really obstruct the view of the park. It's good for safety as
well as for the view of the park.
Not much
Divided sidewalk.
Kids love “taking the long way” and the crooked tree
not much.. but the view, once on the main path, is great .
the view!
Green space
Nic gardens , nice events in the past
Looks nice and clean
Not much.
Gardens, benches
the pathways through the gardens
The streetscape in Queen is quite nice
The beautiful well tended flowers and places to sit. It is also nice how the brakes are
done there
Flower garden and planters
Lots of greenery. PLEASE DO NOT PUT IN A BIG SIDEWALK LIKE THEY DID AT
KEW GARDENS. EVERYONE HATES IT.
Everything is fine. Doesn't need fixing.
It hasn't been ruined with unnecessary cement.
2 entry paths are good
The openness draws you into the valley.
I like that its grass and not brick or concrete
Movie night
The large trees, the greenery/grass, double walking path - do not want to see more
cement than what is already there.
Topography creates a diverse use of space: Hill provides jogging, good open view of
area, Sledding in winter; Great place to wait and meet someone before going to the
beach or waiting for streetcar.
Not much
Not much to be honest.
Benches
benches, trees with shade; not too 'open'-- a good place to relax and not too crowded or
noisey
Drinking fountain, ttc stop
Quiet and low key. Unassuming
Not sure. I think all need to improve.
Tree coverage
I like the gardens and flowers and look forward every spring for them to bloom








































The big trees to provide shade
The shade
It’s amazing to have a little wild space off of Queen St. I also love the transition of kind of
connected park spaces (starting with Glen Stewart Ravine) from Kingston Road to
Queen st.
How many trees and greenery there are!
There’s space and seating, and you can see down
Shade
Lively shaded area and bench
I loved the waterfalls and the beautiful flowers
Everything
Nothing
Flowers, waterfall
Benches, shade cover, fountains
I like the fallen over tree, its iconic
Lots of trees in the park.
Shaded area to sit and walk, beautiful and well maintained flowers
Nice garden
Shady trees, path
The nice tree that’s slanted right off queen st
The garden flowers are very unique
The benches and wide path are nice, but every morning there are people peeing on the
large tree.
Seating options enough
The seating and tree coverage
Nice shade - trees
Everything
My grandparents’ bench (my grandmother sat there every day for years; please preserve
that)
Benches
Love the parallel sidewalk.... and the benches there.... sheltered by trees .... and the
trees alonf the street
Benches
Greenery is a nice break from the stores. 2 entrances, one from east and one from west
Events
Bench locations back from the road.
Seating area
The water feature and flower beds
Waterfall near Queen — my kids loved that
Access to queen street
The trees and the benches and the water fountain
The very large trees








































Benches for sitting.
The benches are nice place to sit.
I like that it’s set back from the street. Makes It more welcoming to sit
I don’t really like the streets cape.
The paths are accessible
It’s easily accessible and is a refreshing green space amidst all the commercial stores
on Queen
Nice view looking north from queen
I like the trees and benches, the natural space
I have always enjoyed the trees as they are ...especially the one that has grown low and
long
It is atrtactive but could be made more appealing.
Trees! Separation between the sidewalk and the sitting area
The shade
Benches and flowers
The big tree w the droopy branch, shady seating
That gnarled, slanted tree is spectacular.
Old trees
Inviting and open
not too noticeable, a park for the locals to enjoy
Beautiful softscape
Benches
Treeline
Benches
Nice path and trees
Trees
It’s open and feels safe
Nothing
sufficient seating
Everything
I like the mix of hard walkway and grass. Also like having somewhere to sit.
Nothing.
Nothing
the benches and trees
It is pretty bleak.
It's clean
seating that is set back from the street, reducing fumes of people sitting on benches.
The a garden around the water fountain. Updated annuals and perennials.
Seating and drinking water fountain.
Natural respect for landcape




































The existing trees are beautiful and inviting. The tree with the distinctive sideways
growth is a local landmark. Please preserve it! The flowerbeds of perennials work well.
More flowering plants would be welcome.
Seating. The tree that is growing horizontal is popular with kids.
open grass area for public event/performance
The seating and path
50% works with the seating but other 50% needs some attention along the lines of the
treatment at the Queen St end of Kew Park, but less dramatic
Seating
Seating area
The distribution of the spaces
Not much. It’s a pass-they area - most often with mud/dirt and a non -functional water
fountain.
The trees are well placed and it would be heartbreaking to lose them.
The large trees
Tree canopy (even more would be better -- it's nice while walking on the sidewalk, too.
The fountain and general layout of the Gardens is beautiful and welcoming. The
benches are great and spaced just widely enough that it doesn't feel everybody's
crammed in too close when they're all full.
Open, welcoming.
The mix of seating and green space
The trees do well and limited seating keeps people from loitering and pan handling
Benches further from street, the trees,
Seating, flowerbeds,
Seating. I love looking at the plants and the water feature when it was working
The large trees
Along Queen Street there isn’t really isn’t much to redeem the southern frontage
Not a lot of benches which discourages people from sitting and leaving their litter. It
would be nice to have more benches but it unfortunately invites people to sit and eat and
leave their garbage :(
The trees are beautiful.
keeping a natural look/access to the park and forest.
Its not bad, within the context of the current park concept *** ( I would like to see the
creek daylighted in the longer term, which would necessitate major changes
Everything is great as it is PAID FOR.
Everything. Please leave it alone.
It’s a popular short cut and used regularly
It’s fine the way it is. Spend the money literally anywhere else in the neighbourhood. The
schools and community centres in this area are appalling.
It’s not a grand entrance. Don’t think it needs to be.
not sure
The flowers foliage and trees are beautiful

What do you think could be improved in the streetscape along the southern edge
of Ivan Forrest Gardens?
























Would love to see the TTC stop moved to the west side of Glen Manor.
Would like more seating near the sidewalk looking toward the park rather than the street
(on maybe seating that could be used facing either direction). Also more seating further
north in the park (north of the water feature/garden area).
Upgrade gardens, build up a rock garden berm, enhance natural life, protect gardens
from sidewalk and queen street activity/ noise / snow disposal
Turn the water fountain on more often. The grass is totally swampy so you can not walk
off the path.
Turn the fountain waterfall on.
Turn on the fountain/water feature.
Trim or prune trees to regenerate them, plant native flowering plants to attract butterflies
too hard to descirbe
There is always flooding and the water feature is outdated, dangerous (the kids climb it)
and never actually works. Its more of a walk through than anything engaging.
There is always a lot of garbage and dog waste...I should also mention that my child and
I found used needles in the park, which the city promptly removed, so safety in the area
is a huge concern.
The waterfall is fun and cooling on a summer day, having homeless camping in this
small park without facilities is not a good idea. The kids can’t play freely and it is
concerning at night
The water feature should be fixed and improved. Very simple play structure put in
perhaps?
Also, There absolutely needs to be a fenced in dog park somewhere in this area or
slightly north. The entire neighbourhood brings their dogs to play here (mostly just north
of here), and dogs are off-leash there all day. It’s not safe for people in the event that a
dog becomes aggressive or trips someone. People aren’t going to stop letting their dogs
off leash, so the most obvious solution is to have a small fenced in area for the dogs to
play (ideally in the section just north of where glen manor east and west meet).
The rocks on the water feature and the feature as a whole would greatly improve the
park if fixed up.
The lawn - why waste water on grass when we can use it for a community garden or a
bee garden or a butterfly garden?
The grass and the water fountain tgat both look poorly maintained.
The giant ugly car-scaled street light should be replaced with a lower, more pleasant
human scale streetlight and the wires should be buried.
The entire look and feel. What was done at Kew Gardens Street side would be magical
at Ivan Forrest!!! Just something intentional and beautiful.
the constant mud along the path edge needs to be dealt with
































The biggest improvement would be if the city were to shovel the sidewalks promptly,
allowing bus users to get to the stop at Glen Manor without risking life and limb in winter.
The benchs should face the park instead of the street in my opinion.
The benches could use an upgrade
Swampy area in the path dip.
Streetscape less important than preserving trees, improving drainage, repairing paths.
Money would be better spent on badly needed maintenance of existing areas north
along the ravine.
Something like was done at kew park along queen. Make it more friendly for movies in
the park and people to sit chat and have a coffee or pizza
Seating. Garbage. Lights
seating fo smokers
Seating area
Seating and water features
Seating and plants
Seating + chess tables
Seating
Sculptures? More flower beds or plants.
Benches on the ridge that face into the park as well as benches that face the street.
Appropriate garbage bins. Lots for convenience (hopefully then they will be used). A lot
of families with kids, toddlers, picnic and play in this park so keep lots of grass land for
this. Water fountain for kids and dogs important, too. Pet pick up bag dispenser.
Adelaide, Australia, has dispensers attached to garbage bins and keeps them stocked.
Remove the newspaper (advertisement) boxes near the TTC shelter and more inviting
seating area on the east side.
Public sculpture, lighting, fountain or water feature
Protect the last remainder of the wonderful gnarly tree. i understand kids love to climb it's
easy trunk, but they're killing it. Maybe a bit surrounding garden would create a buffer.
Also, stop the Jazz Festival food trucks from setting up in the park. They have destroyed
the grass and soil.
Pond needs upgrading and need to make the incline more accessible for people who
use wheelchairs, elderly citizens, and families with strollers.
Please keep it green, if anything, more pollinator gardens and ways to educate the
public, a land acknowledgement would be a good addiiton. If adding lighting, pay
attention to how it can also not contribute to light polution - give wildlife a dark space.
Please be aware of respecting surrounding residents concerning noise levels. Adding
elements to the park that attract large crowds or festivals is not desired if that impacts
surrounding noise levels.
Plants, trees
Planters, grass, nicer seating, tables for game playing like chess. You need to get rid of
the invasive phragmites or the garden will eventually be ruined. Allow the buried creek
to come back to the surface. Fix the water feature and keep it clean.
picnic benches could be added for seating and picnics


































Perhaps more flowers
Perhaps modernize it a little bit maybe at a picnic bench?
Paving and grass, water bottle fill station
Nothing. Spend the money elsewhere. And DON’T install a huge sidewalk! That ruined
Kew Gardens. And no fancy sculptures. Just LEAVE IT ALONE.
Nothing. Leave it as is.
Nothing.
Not much visual interest. The revitalization at kew gardens added some very nice art
installations and benches
Not a lot. Should not be a financial priority for the City.
Nicer gardens and trees planted would be beautiful, seating, fix the waterfall/ feature,
Nicer benches, cool planters, water refill station, interlock patio for musicians
New interlocking stones along the walking path, proper upkeep of the pond and fountain
at the bottom of the hill.
New benches, public square for congregation and events, new local landmark to add
character (Artwork etc.)
Native plants, recognition of the buried stream, recognition of the pond that used to be
there
Move from a sterile space to a public place where people can gather. It's not pleasant to
sit or stay long due to the traffic on queen.
More walking space, like what they did at Kew Gardens. But please, don’t recreate the
semi-circle Wiccan Coven space. :)
more tress: bushes, flowers
More trees. Another bench or two.
More trees
More siting area, more green, renovate the water fountain.
More seats, maybe tables
More seating. More landscaping
More seating. Could be used for winter and summer as the kids use the area for
toboggan In winter
More seating, less mud!
More seating, however, I think the trees and the naturalized space is very special. It’s
really the space below Queen St, where the park dips down that needs attention. I
believe that there is a submerged stream that follows the path. This tends to flood the
path. It would be amazing to allow that stream to properly re-assert itself. I used to love
the water feature. That could be incorporated into the submerged stream.
More seating without removing green spacw
More seating in the shade, garbage bin at the bottom
More seating
More seating
More pubic benches and benches fix the waterfalls the sounds was so calming.
More plants/flowers and add a fountain
More plants




































More places to sit, better signage to know its a walking trail and how to get to Glen
Stewart from there
More or sitting areas with varied views
more lighting would be great
More landscaping/plants, space for community gatherings
More gardens, benches at the sidewalk edge
More garden
More flowers, water feature, sculpture
More flowers, the fountain
More flowers, especially for pollinators. Better lightongay night time
More flowers or landscaping. Maybe that will also deter people from using at a
campground/bathroom.
More flowers and trees
More flowers and maybe public art install?
More Flowers - colour
More flowers
More flowers
More decorative pieces like at Kew
More benches... could benefit from more plantings perhaps
More benches, nicer plants/landscaping
More benches to sit and have an ice cream. More flowers
More benches or seating options, more flowers/landscaping.
More benches
Low hedge to edge the park to creat a boundary that could still be seen over when sitting
on bench. Community garden? There are several schools in area. Have a space they
can grow food
Lights at night for safety reasons
Less grass
It’s really just grass now... maybe more seating and sort of a living wall of plants, locally
sourced ground cover, something to make it more green and more welcoming
It’s boring, little things to draw you in. The paths are very narrow. The fountain is rarely
on.
It would be nice to actually have a garden in a park without a garden.
It could use an aesthetic facelift. Gardens, better seating, perhaps a sculpture.
It could be prettier or have more interactive equipment.
Instead of benches use large rocks for seating. Improve gardens at street level. Widen
sidewalk much like Kew Beach Park, which is very inviting to anyone passing by.
I used to really enjoy the water fixture/pond. My children always comment that they miss
this element of the park. The garden could also be improved and better maintained
I think the landscaping needs a face lift. Maybe use St. James Park and the Music
garden downtown as inspiration
I think it’s fine





































I like it as it is, it doesn’t need development, in my opinion
I like it as it but would like to see the rock fountain back working and running water
I find the inclineed entrance too steep in the winter. It is that it is a short but steep incline.
grassy area is deteriorated to mud, would appreciate more greenery
Grass at edge of sidewalk is muddy or dusty
Grass
Get rid of the grass and replace it with ground cover and plants, small trees.
General maintenance
Gathering areas
garbage cans always full, if any at all
Fountain working and better landscapes paths
Fountain operating
Flowers, flowers, more flowers! Look at Kew Gardens for inspiration
Flowering shrubs and picnic tables
Flower gardens
Flower beds
Fix up the water feature and add more seating and flower beds. Wider pathways and
areas for seating and putting strollers out of walkers way would be helpful.
Everything ...not inviting or useful
,turn on the waterfall spring/summer/fall
Drainage after a rainfall
Definitely need more benches. Benches should also be smaller or made in a way that
promotes social distancing.
Comfortable seating
butterfly plants and local perennials
bigger sidewalk, people are always walking on the grass because a lack of room
Better seating, more accessible garbage bins, get the fountain working,
Better paths, perhaps stone archway entrances, stone wall along street side to enclose
park, line of trees & bushes
better lighting, unfortunately we've seen a serious uptick in petty crime, littering etc.
Better grass maintenance, more tables, better trail
Better flower gardens, updated drinking water fountain with dog drinking bowl, water
feature (water coming from a ground pad or water fountain like thedog one downtown) ,
vending area for vendors (fountain), picnic tables
Better drainage
Because the area covers a natural creek, it sometimes floods and the grassy edge near
the sidewalk is often muddy. I do like the low-key nature of the park. Please do not
introduce too much hard surfacing: the Kew Gardens 'refresh' went too far with paved
areas along Queen. For music performances, you could consider a small gazebo or
stage.
Beautify with flowers... community venue














beatify with native plants/low shrubs
As soon as our extreme deficit has been paid off, additional plants and shrubs should be
planted. A local community group could do this at no cost to the taxpayers of the city!
As per my prior remark
Area to congregate
Additional/upgraded seating, more welcoming entrance (ie plants), updated drinking
fountain (if still possible with COVID...probably not). Seating area is the priority with nice
landscaping to increase usage
Accessible fitness parks from Catzo Fitness
A lot. Why not broaden the area to in Clyde the waterfall/pond area? This is a great
location for a small natural outdoor amphitheatere. It could be an amazing smack that
has grassy tiers for sitting / picnics while watching a busker / small band / speaker etc.
A garden would be nice, as would stone sculptures or something equally eye-catching
catching to draw you in.
A community garden!
Better protection for the land/park -- the lawn and foliage and/or tree roots near Queen
Street has been destroyed/torn away by events (and presumably lack of followup or care
action) such as Jazz Festival and movies -- vendors and large trucks set up and take
down quickly and seemingly without regard for grounds, incl. setting up in areas not
designated; the area is also small for so many people to trample over -- BIA movie
nights and other events involving large stages and crowds unrelated to enjoying the
Gardens themselves may pose problems as well.; 2) removal of newspaper boxes on
IVFGardens land itself; 3) perhaps a bit of additional lighting (but not overpowering -perhaps sensor lights?) along the walkways between the Queen St. entrance and stairs.
Installation of video camera and better lighting some years ago was appreciated; 4)
advertising (such as large signs, etc.) should not be allowed. Ground-level
signage/advertising takes away from the full use of and/or atmosphere of the Gardens.
5) Perhaps more flower beds/ornamental plants and/or bushes near sidewalk (unless
they would simply be run over by commercial vehicles or trampled if entertainment/music
events not intended for the space originally are allowed to become larger and larger. Re:
1)* - While suitable and/or fun at other places better designed or naturally suited for it,
loud and busy events should be reconsidered or perhaps not allowed for both safety and
enjoyment of the spirit and care of this small area and residential neighbourhood (is
there a capacity allowance for the area in terms of number of people? Maybe there could
or should be.) There are other areas of the Beach not to mention east end in general
that could be and are already best used for these types and sizes of events, including re:
noise in a protected-ravine-based area that is also highly residential -- homes and small
apartment buildings look out right onto the park. 6) Perhaps a few more benches could
be placed close to the sidewalk (as opposed to further back, where there are already
enough/nice enough not to be crowded). 7) Perhaps a partial handrailing along the
steepest part of the incline heading up/down along paved walkway towards or down from
corner of Queen/Glen Manor) 8) Single bicycle standposts near the sidewalk would be
great (but not a bank of them, and please, no long line of rental bikes (the area is not
that big/would be counterproductive to best use of the space and accessibility).























I.F.Gardens already naturally has many of the things listed on the list in this survey
already -- shaded areas, benches and picnic table/s, etc. It is somewhat fragile and
seems to be becoming worse for wear and more and more strewn with garbage lately.
To turn it into something other than a park-like garden setting or some kind of
amusement park or outdoor staged event setting, besides being unfair to those who live
beside and around it (not to mention the diverse wildlife in it) would likely just destroy this
peaceful yet physically active and family-friendly little piece of country and nature in the
city that is loved by the neighbourhood and all visitors and which was deeded in good
faith to the City and its citizens to enjoy for many years. Please increase and/or maintain
vigilance against the commercial interests and/or property developers who would try to
encroach on this beloved public and vulnerable gem.
Bring back the waterfall!
The grass looks terrible, the benches are old and could be placed better, it's not very
interesting overall.
Benches facing out to Queen Street should be facing into the garden for a view of the
actual gardens.
Better seating, panting beds, public art, theatre in the park like High Park does.
More native plants
More kid-friendly, maybe some interactive art or sculptures that appeal to children and
can be touched/climbed
Waterfall needs to be fixed. Lighting along path so it’s safe for people to pass through at
night. Grass is usually muddy and runs all over the cement path.
Increase the usable area Make it more open with fewer plants.
I’d love to see more seating. Similar to Kew Gardens at queen. A meeting place like an
Italian Piazza or square.
It could be more inviting either with nice pavers, greenery and benches, similar to the
improvements made at Kew park.
Fix the water feature
Improved drainage and winter access - better steps or path down to the parkThere’s little
point to “improving” the park if the public otherwise feels uncomfortable in accessing and
using the park.
adding a low fence much like highpark, perhaps an entryway into the park from the
street.
Deteriorated sod is suggestive of a sidewalk thats a bit too narrow and overly-dense
shade canopy from some of those trees. I hate to advocate for tree removal, but if nonnative maybe they should go, or some should; elsewise a good pruning to let more light
in; plus a slight sidewalk widening. Slightly more pominent park entrances.
Maybe in five years when cash is available we could put a flower bed in for local citizen
groups to plant at no cost to the City.
Nothing. Please, leave it alone
Appearance near Queen Street.
It’s grass next to a park. It’s fine as it is.
Maybe more flower beds












the waterfall used to be kept up better. that was my draw
The water area was lovely when full
More seating, plants / gardens
More seating and maybe some more plants. The grass gets worn away where people
walk on it - maybe a path on the east side would be good.
Added seating, grass and plants
More flowers. Water in the fountain.
Planting trees, flowers, shrubs. Fixing the pooling of water at bottom of path. More
inviting seating
I think it’s extremely important at this point to incorporate Ontario native plants into Ivan
Forrest Gardens. We are losing our native biodiversity very quickly. Our native
pollinators and birds are in crisis.
More greenery since many of the trees have died, fallen down or are at end of life

